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Two-color performance in a walk-behind striper

MINNEAPOLIS--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Mar. 6, 2019-- Graco Inc.(NYSE:GGG), a leading manufacturer of fluid handling equipment, is proud to

introduce the new LineLazer® V 200DC dual-color airless line striper. This innovative product brings two-color capability into a compact, walk-behind
striper for the first time – allowing more contractors to benefit from this exclusive Graco technology. For contractors who prefer not to walk, Graco’s

LineDriver® system allows users to leverage the same dual-color technology in a high-production ride-on striping system.

Ideal for a variety of striping applications, the LineLazer V 200DC line striper takes the place of two line stripers. Municipalities can now stripe yellow
centerlines and white edge lines with the same machine while airports can perform a variety of two-color applications with multiple guns in a single
pass, increasing efficiency and line accuracy. Parking lot striping contractors can also benefit from this dual-color line striper by reducing the amount of
equipment needed at the jobsite – saving time and money.

In addition to the benefits of dual-color technology, the LineLazer V 200DC line striper also includes existing LineLazer V product family innovations
such as quick and easy gun adjustments and automatic line production capability, including skip lines. Real-time job performance data for proof-of-job
requirements is also provided along with superior bead application capability when required.

“There are a growing number of applications that demand a flexible, walk-behind striper with dual-color capability. With the new LineLazer V 200DC
line striper, contractors, municipalities and airports can complete these two-color jobs faster without having to change their work methods and
routines,” said Mike Vangstad, Global Product Marketing Manager for Pavement Equipment at Graco.

To learn more about the LineLazer V 200DC, visit www.graco.com/LineLazerV200DC.

ABOUT GRACO
Graco Inc. supplies technology and expertise for the management of fluids and coatings in both industrial and commercial applications. It designs,
manufactures and markets systems and equipment to move, measure, control, dispense and spray fluid and powder materials. A recognized leader in
its specialties, Minneapolis-based Graco serves customers around the world in the manufacturing, processing, construction and maintenance
industries. For additional information about Graco Inc., please visit us at www.graco.com or on Twitter @GracoInc.
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